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Abstract
The word “sustainable” débuted in 1987 but has since become a hot topic issue, both for
scientific research and wider society. Although sustainability may appear to be a thor-
oughly twenty-first century goal, sustainability science concepts and goals such as
balance, endurance, order and change, reach back at least as far as the proto-scientific
investigations of alchemy. Both alchemy and sustainability science can be understood as
systems or strategies which individuals and societies can use to organise and manage
themselves in a complex world filled with dynamic problems. Alchemy never created a
panacea or transmuted base metals into gold because those goals proved to be based on
fundamentally flawed theories and premises. Nevertheless, alchemy did succeed in
helping adherents manage themselves and their societies in advantageous ways. Alchemy
also positively and significantly influenced subsequent scientific development. Likewise,
science helps humanity manage itself on multiple scales, from the individual to the
international, and will certainly contribute to further scientific research and development.
However, it is not yet known whether carbon neutrality, entirely renewable energy and
other sustainability goals will be achieved or whether these goals will also come to be
seen as based on flawed understandings and theories. For this reason, this article explores
key features of alchemy, traces how they persisted through Enlightenment-era science and
how they continue to be present and influential within scientific efforts today. The article
goes on to reflect on how the history, development and continued use of concepts such as
balance, endurance, order and change may be useful portents of how humans and human
society will manage themselves in the future. Such reflections may also temper the zeal
with which individuals that accept or reject sustainability goals treat each other, thereby
offering a way for divergent groups to manage their interactions. Flawed theories
prevented alchemy from achieving many of its primary stated goals. However, alchemy
was very beneficial, both during its period of use and subsequently through its influence
on subsequent development. This article identifies ideas from alchemy that were origi-
nally beneficial and that have persisted through Enlightenment-era science and into
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contemporary science. The article also explores how those ideas continue to influence
scientific and sustainability goals today. Understanding and reflecting on alchemy’s
successes and failures facilitates reflection on the potential successes and failures of
sustainability and the human consequences of trying to manage a sustainable future.

Keywords Alchemy. Sustainability . History of science . Balance . Equilibrium . Endurance .

Theory . Future

Introduction

Alchemy may be seen as a failure by many, especially when compared to the
methodical and technologically advanced science of today. Contemporary scientific
discovery is frequently seen as the best, if not the only, path to meaningful gains in
knowledge or societal development. However, this view not only ignores alchemy’s
many clear and lasting successes, but also fails to acknowledge similarities between
current scientific goals and alchemy. Clearly, alchemy did not manage to turn lead
into gold nor did it uncover the secret to eternal health and youth; Scientists now
known that the failure to achieve those alchemical goals was a result of misunder-
standings and flawed theories within alchemy’s interpretation of the world. At the
same time, those same scientists are generally optimistic about the potential to achieve
carbon neutrality, entirely renewable energy and other sustainability goals, clearly not
believing these to be based on wrong assumptions or theoretical errors.

Understanding more about the historical development of science from its alchemy roots and
the resultant similarities may help twenty-first century sustainability scientists reflect on their
chances of success or even identify assumptions that need to be critically examined. Under-
standing the relationship between alchemy and sustainability science is also important because
both strategies used that people use to decide how to act and how to create coherent societal
behaviour. As alchemy did previously, science currently helps humanity manage itself on
multiple scales, from the individual to the international. Understanding how these ideas relate
to self-management or societal organisation may shed light on why untested assumptions and
flawed theories remain so persistent, even in the face of un-reached goals.

This article explores the history of sustainability science, from proto-scientific alchemy
through to tentative new theoretical views of fundamental science. Special attention is paid to
those elements of alchemy that persist or reappear within subsequent scientific development,
including balance, perfection, eternity, order, and change. The article also examines how they
may be influencing the goals and methods of sustainability efforts today and what this may
mean for future efforts. The article is broken into sections covering alchemy, Enlightenment-
era science, and contemporary sustainability science followed by a final section covering
reflections on the links, why they matter, and what they mean for the future.

Alchemy

With a somewhat generous interpretation of what counts as science, alchemy can be under-
stood as the first scientific paradigm. Alchemy has become synonymous with transmutation of
lead into gold or the creation of a panacea, but alchemy is perhaps more accurately understood
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as a system of organisation by which people and societies managed themselves for mutual
benefit.

Alchemy grew out of very practical roots beginning hundreds or thousands of years BCE in
Mediterranean, Arabic, Indian and Chinese cultures (Holmyard 1990; Lindsay 1970). A
diverse collection of recorded observations, experimental results, practical manuals and recipes
for processes such as smelting, distilling, fermenting, tanning, blowing glass, dyeing, curing
illnesses and more were commonly shared between practitioners (Holmyard 1990; Ray 1909;
Lindsay 1970). These instruction manuals also contained many philosophical or religious ideas
and symbols as these were seen as inseparable concepts. Over time, these disparate texts came
to be understood as part of a relatively cohesive theoretical whole describing how to simul-
taneously achieve physical processes and moral improvements. Eventually known as alchemy,
these ideas ranged from how life worked or how the world was organised to why things
happened or appeared as they did and how they could be changed. Alchemy was widely
accepted as an allegorical and mystical principle of how to manage matters of individual daily
life and societal functioning as well as the universe, the soul and the afterlife.

Some key ideas and concepts were common to the traditions of alchemy in all or almost all
of the various cultures within which alchemy was adopted. One such idea was that everything,
including people, plants, animals, stone, metal or anything at all, was made out of the same
limited number of ‘elements’. Within western branches of alchemy, these elements are
commonly interpreted as earth, air, fire and water, but other cultural traditions of alchemy
included a fifth element, defined the elements differently, or considered the elements to be
more like states or processes rather than matter or material. However, all alchemical traditions
understood everything to be made of the same limited number of elements which meant that all
alchemical traditions also understood everything to be more or less `the same’; everything had
physical, mental and spiritual properties and everything went through processes of birth,
growth, wasting and death. Further, all alchemical traditions understood the birth (or creation)
of a person, animal, stone, metal or thing to be a key determiner of its elemental composition
and thus its physical, spiritual and mental properties. Conversely, a thing’s properties were
understood to transparently indicate its elemental composition and thus the conditions under
which it was born.

Another important and universal idea within alchemy was that a perfect or near-perfect
composition of the four (or five) elements produced goodness, beauty, youth and health. For
example, gold was thought to have exactly balanced elemental compositions, which made it
the only perfect metal and explained why it was beautiful, incapable of tarnishing, and easy to
work. In contrast, an imperfect elemental balance caused physical, spiritual and mental
problems, such as weakness, ugliness, poor performance or a tendency to degrade rapidly. A
given imbalance produced similar manifestations in all things, from personalities to metal. For
example, an excess of fire in people produced red hair, a ruddy complexion, a nasty temper,
and a tendency to die from fever or in a fight while an excess of fire made wood or stone red-
coloured, brittle, hot or explosive. Not enough wetness was thought to cause aging bodies,
mechanical wear and senility while too much caused illness, rot or decay. Interestingly, with
only one way for a fixed number of things to be perfectly balanced, all good things were
understood to be the same good thing. Thus, health, youth and beauty were not as good as
gold, they were gold.

As well as believing in a link between properties and elemental composition, alchemy
believed that everything was linked to the wider universe. Individuals, animals, plants and
earthly things were known as microcosms embedded in the universal macrocosm with which
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they were linked. The macrocosm, or universe, reflected the composition of things within it
just as the appearance, function or behaviour of things reflected their elemental composition.

Importantly, all links within alchemy were both direct and bidirectional. Direct links meant
that things could neither be ‘only skin deep’ nor ‘more than the sum of its parts’. Thus,
alchemists believed they could understand a thing’s composition or how it was made by
looking at its appearance and behaviour, could understand society through self-exploration, or
could understand themselves by studying the heavens (Coudert 1980). Bidirectional links
meant that changing any thing would cause analogous changes to every thing with which that
thing was linked. Consequently, reducing the ‘wetness’ that was making something rot would
also improve the environment of that previously rotting thing and managing the behaviour of a
community would improve the movement of stars and planets. In this context, doing alchemy
was a moral imperative that ensured both a good life on earth and a secure place in the afterlife
for the alchemist as an individual as well as everyone else in the alchemist’s society (Holmyard
1990; Coudert 1980).

The moral imperative to do alchemy extended beyond things with obvious social benefits,
such as curing illness. There was an equal moral imperative to make progress on practical
tasks, such as blowing clearer or more beautiful glass, improving the quality of a metal, or
creating a more strongly coloured dye. Such alchemical work would typically start with an
alchemist ‘observing’ some object to discover its elemental composition and then trying to
‘improve’ or transmute it. This would often involve a long series of processes such as cooking,
dyeing, distilling, fermenting, tanning, or smelting to create more balanced or perfected end
products (Holmyard 1990; Linden 2003). If physical processes did not succeed, alchemists
sometimes relied on the direct and bidirectional links by targeting the spiritual, emotional,
mental or behavioural properties of the thing, of the alchemist or of the wider world (Coudert
1980). For example, alchemist recipes would include periods of prayer or would require
waiting for specific atmospheric or personal conditions (Fig. 1).

Consequently, alchemical texts (Fig. 2) became long and enigmatic, rife with obscure
symbolism of colours, animals, gods, births and deaths that could be interpreted to mean
almost anything (Coudert 1980; Holmyard 1990). A recipe might say that a metal dies in one
step and is reborn in another, which might be a metaphorical description of smelting and
cooling, a reference to the colour changes it should be expected to undergo, or an admonition
to the alchemist to cleanse themself of sin. The ambiguity could have been intentional so that
alchemists could keep their successes, and failures, secret. Alternatively, the ambiguity may
reflect a poor understanding of alchemical processes or simply that language can be difficult to
interpret out of context.

Despite the secrecy and ambiguity, or even because of it, alchemy appeared relatively successful.
Many practical processes, like distilling and smelting, were substantially improved as a result of the
sustained investigations ofmany alchemists. Even transmutationwas achieved, although ‘true gold’,
which never reverted to its pre-transmutation form, remained elusive. These successes allowed
alchemy to become very popular among those doing alchemical work as well as within wider
society. Alchemy made the world appear comfortingly comprehensible and provided a shared
rationale for how individuals could manage themselves so as to contribute to the collective
improvement of society. Yet, as achieving a perfect balance through alchemy seemed to be closer,
the ability to manage or maintain that balance began to seem much harder (Coudert 1980).
Conceptually, perfection and balance ceased to be innate qualities that one either had or did not
have and became fleeting properties that were easily gained and easily lost. Alchemy set its sights on
the philosopher’s stone or panacea as a means of achieving an incorruptible balance. Thus, the goal
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of alchemy changed from managing health, gold, beauty and perfection the managing a perfection
that would endure indefinitely.

Enlightenment Era Science (or Scientific-Alchemy)

Alchemy did not end because it failed to find the philosopher’s stone or a panacea. Instead, the
Age of Enlightenment heralded a scientific revolution in which renowned scientific rationalists
could also be alchemists seeking insight and knowledge into physical, spiritual and mental
aspects of the world around them (DeVun 2009; Holmyard 1990). Over time, the new
scientific-alchemy began to prefer experimental rigour, observational precision, and transpar-
ency rather than superstition, mysticism and secrecy. In response, inobservable or difficult
aspects, such as the over-arching spiritual framework, complexity, or holistic explanations,
dropped away as practitioners focused on description, specialisation and simplification. With
much of the spiritual or philosophical aspects of alchemy removed, science fragmented into
chemistry, engineering, medicine, optics, astronomy and other specialist subjects (Fig. 3).

In this processes, some ideas from alchemy were abandoned or replaced. For example, the
belief in multiple direct and bi-directional links fell out of fashion while interest in discovering
elegant laws of nature through frequently reductionist methods became popular. Similarly, the
primacy and apparent timelessness of matter was tempered as thermodynamics revealed
relationships and influences which could not be reduced to composition or structure but that
also required a role for energy and time (Carnot 2005).

At the same time, other alchemical concepts remained with only minor modifications. For
example, Enlightenment-era scientists still perceived their work as progress, both in terms of
gaining knowledge of nature and as a matter of moral and social improvement (Merton 1942;

Fig. 1 A representation of an alchemical laboratory, with early alchemists shown working with alchemical tools,
processes and symbols (Anonymous public domain image)
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Mill 1848; Darwin 1859). Scientific study was, like alchemy, understood as a moral act that
benefited the scientist and society as a whole. Similarly, the concept of universal elemental
composition remained, but alchemy’s ‘elements’ were replaced by a rapidly expanding
periodic table of new elements (Coudert 1980). Likewise, alchemy’s belief in similarity across
scales and system levels was retained and formalised in new theories about how elements
formed intermediate structures like atoms, molecules, and proteins (Dalton 1808), which in
turn formed more complex and higher level substances. The idea that understanding a thing
required understanding its composition, structure and behaviour persisted, with many scientists
devoting themselves to separating, dissecting and classifying things through observational
study.

Some alchemical ideas that may seem very strange, such as the idea that everything was
alive, also survived in Enlightenment era science after a certain fashion. Enlightenment era
science understood being ‘alive’ as a matter of homeostasis (Cannon 1932), a mysteriously
enduring balance of creative and destructive processes found in self-regulating dynamic
systems (Bernard 1957). This view of life complicated the distinction between living things
and non-living things that displayed similar self-regulating balances, such as sophisticated
automata, engines, machines (Riskin 2003), markets (Smith 2006), species (Darwin 1859) and
human populations (Malthus 1966) . Enlightenment era science eventually resolved this
problem by placing the mind, soul, consciousness or other inobservable hallmarks of life
outside of scientific study (Riskin 2003). In this way, everything could be studied on an equal
footing again, just as it had been when everything was declared to be equally alive.

Enlightenment era science also inherited alchemy’s high regard for balance, although this
balance expanded beyond structure and composition to encompass balanced processes such as
homeostasis, dynamic equilibria, and carrying capacities. These dynamically balanced pro-
cesses were shown to have multiple limits in both space and time (Dewar 1984) so that some
endured while others rose and collapsed quickly, although the mechanisms behind the
differences were not always well understood. Alchemy interpreted balanced composition as
a sign of goodness and imbalance as inferiority. Similarly, Enlightenment era science
interpreted persistent or enduring systems to be the result of a good balance between processes
while system collapse was interpreted as a sign of imbalance, fluctuation, or irregularity in
either structure or inputs and outputs (Darwin 1859; Hotelling 1931; Mill 1848; Pinchot 1907;
Brimblecombe 2011). Thus, the tendency to interpret goodness, health, longevity and other

Fig. 2 An extract of an alchemical text, alongside a translation of the symbols used (Digby, 1682)
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desirable qualities as the result of balance remained, as did the tendency to associate poor
function, decay and problems with imbalance.

Within its own context, Enlightenment era science was also considered to be extremely
successful and was well respected for the advantages it provided and discoveries that it
encouraged. However, the level of education needed to participate in Enlightenment era
science meant that it was not as universally accessible or popular as alchemy had been. In
this way, alchemy’s successor had comparatively little to say about how people should be or
act and so did not provide a widely shared and comforting guiding principle for people to
interpret the world or to manage themselves for their own benefit or that of their society.

Fig. 3 A painting shows Enlightenment era scientists using scientific equipment, alchemical texts and religious
objects (Longhi, 1757)
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Contemporary Sciences and Sustainability

Industrialisation and other consequences of Enlightenment era scientific discoveries were
originally developed and adopted as a means to advance scientific knowledge, societal
progress and economic development. Some effects of these discoveries and developments
were highly valued, but they were also seen to produce pollution, resource scarcity, disease,
unevenly distributed costs and benefits and other indications of malfunction or imbalance (Mill
1848). Scholars began to consider the possibility of imminent system collapse and the moral
failings of continuing to manage society in a way that did not seek good and long-lasting
functional balances (Malthus 1966).

In stark contrast, natural systems, indigenous societies and unspoilt eco-systems seemed to
effortlessly create and maintain long-lasting natural balances to would endure, at least locally,
if left undisturbed (Hilgenkamp 2006). Echoing earlier alchemical concepts of complexity and
interconnections, the durable and well-functioning natural systems were understood to have
abundant and deeply embedded checks, symmetries and harmonies (Dewar 1984; Carson
2002; Stauffer 1957) that promoted coherence and symmetry. An acknowledgment of the role
for complexity and interconnections bloomed as ‘systems thinking’ was embraced within
ecology, biology, thermodynamics, physics, self-organisation, chaos theory, fractals, and
organisation or innovation theory (Commoner 1971; Odum and Barrett 1971; Ryan 2008;
Checkland 1999; Mikulecky 2001; Schneider and Kay 1995; Sole et al. 2002; McAteer et al.
2016; Brown & Eisenhardt 1997) and more. Sometimes called ‘post-normal science’
(Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993), complex, holistic or systemic approaches were used to explore
topics previously excluded from scientific study, like consciousness, decision-making, mem-
ory, thought or emotion (Schneider and Kay 1995; Bolden 2011; Dennett 1996). Such post-
normal science is sometimes associated with reintroducing religion, philosophy and spirituality
into science (Capra 1976), although critics suggest that to do so misunderstands the ideas.

Twentieth century science elaborated on alchemy’s concept of interconnections by sug-
gesting that nature easily creates and maintains balances but that humans struggle to emulate
the same patterns. This led some scientists to suggest that humans had gone too far (Lovejoy
1923) and that only ‘nature knows best’ (Commoner 1971). Lingering Enlightenment-era
influences meant that problematic imbalances were assumed to be isolated unless proven
otherwise. Re-balancing a system disrupted by human activity was therefore seen as best left to
those directly affected, to experts, or to the balancing power of markets (Grin 2010). Alterna-
tively, disrupted areas could also be further isolated by withdrawing human interaction so that
nature could reassert itself and repair the balance. Consequently, early conservation efforts
typically sought to either protect specific places or species with desirable natural balances or to
ban specific practices and products known to disrupt natural balances (Jones 1965; Carson
2002; Pinchot 1907; Orr 1992).

Later re-interpretion through the lens of systems thinking and complexity science, disrupted
systems and imbalances became linked to feedback loops that drove chaotic patterns or sudden
shifts. These imbalances are also understood to be able of spreading along connections to
contaminate or even destroy the balances cultivated in natural systems. More worryingly, it is
not only a specific imbalance that can travel along system links to disrupt natural systems;
instead, unsustainability, or a deep-rooted attraction to self-destructive growth, inequality and
imbalance is seen as having supplanting the original, natural and sustainable attraction for
balance. This unsustainable drive towards imbalance is labeled a ‘persistent problem’ (Rittel
and Webber 1973) that permeate politics, economics, education, culture and business (Grin
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et al. 2010). Evidence of the spread of unsustainability throughout society is seen in the use of
growth, production and consumption figures as a proxy for quality of life (Beddoe et al. 2009).
Unsustainability is even interpreted threatening to drive the planet beyond its carrying capacity
(Brundtland et al. 1987; Grin et al. 2010) and into continual crisis, war, pandemic and scarcity
(Grin et al. 2010; Malthus 1878; Mill 1848). In this context, early and simplistic efforts to fix
imbalances by isolating a system, banning a product, protecting a feature or by treating the
matter as a short-term or local issue now seem like old-fashioned remnants of Enlightenment-
era science or, even worse, like greedy reductionism (Dennett 1996). In response, scientific
efforts to correct the environmental problems associated with industrialisation began to
embrace interactions, complexity, and natural checks and balances. One popular research
group was even named "The New Alchemy Institute" (Wade 1975), apparently to capitalise
on the associations of mystical and scientific improvements associated to alchemy.

Unsustainability is now often associated with injustice and with complicated morality
(Schumacher 2010; Holling 2001; Gabree 1973; Brundtland et al. 1987) as scientists debate
solutions that sometimes seem to relocate the imbalance rather than address it. For example,
economic growth is linked with environmental degradation; reducing poverty through growth
entails shifting imbalance to other places or future generations (Adams and Jeanrenaud 2008).
New fields are studying how environmental degradation and economic growth can be studied,
balanced, and managed (Cleveland 2006) or decoupled (Panayotou 2003). Sustainability is
now often defined as a long-lasting dynamic equilibrium that balances economic growth,
environmental action and distributive justice over both time and space (Meadowcroft 2000;
Grin 2010; Brundtland et al. 1987), although it is not yet clear exactly what that balance looks
like or how it might be achieved (Fig. 4). More recently, sustainability is also redefined as “an
emergent property of the global evolving multidimensional (social, technical, biogeochemical)
networked system to indefinitely continue existing while retaining its ability to evolve.”
(Nikolic 2009, p. 13). This definition, like the Brundtland definition above, links sustainability
with a moral obligation to achieve sustainability and to maintain it (Brundtland et al. 1987) for
the benefit of oneself and the rest of the world. Some advocate strictly controlling, or even
eliminating, growth so it cannot undermine any balance achieved (Meadows et al. 2004; Daly
1993).

Fig. 4 The three separate domains, or pillars, that must be balanced within and between generations to produce
emergent sustainability (Andrew n.d.)
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Today, science is popularly understood as a system of organisation by which scientists and
society manage themselves so as to increase knowledge, solve problems, and make the world
better. Science produces many tangible products and developments that few want to forego.
Science also produces some clear guidelines for how to determine moral actions, both within
science itself and for the use of science within wider society. Nevertheless, the pace of
scientific discovery and change is high, so there is rarely much agreement about what is best
to do, even among those who share a belief that science will provide the best answer. This
certainly applies to sustainability, which enjoys a large scientific consensus but still faces
disagreement about practical action. Twenty-first century sustainability science seems so
tantalisingly close to achieving a sustainable balance, but there is no indisputable evidence
that a sustainable balance has yet been created. At the same time, if monumental systemic
changes to society can be made in order to achieve sustainability, it is not clear that further
systemic changes won’t simply reintroduce unsustainability. It may be too soon to say, but
sustainability science could be seen to be in a similar position now as alchemy was just before
the Enlightenment; both are popular, useful, rewarding and full of promise but neither has
fulfilled their goals. Moreover, both are at a point in which achieving success suggests that
success must be as easy to lose as it is to gain.

Reflections

Alchemy is now widely disregarded as non-scientific mumbo-jumbo, but simply dismissing it
would be a failure to appreciate its benefits. Alchemy provided a shared and optimistic
framework for people to understand the world and their place in it and also provided a
valuable moral obligation to be curious, to experiment, and to tinker. Alchemy also produced
a great deal of knowledge, theory development and process refinements that have since
become the foundation for many scientific fields. As such, alchemy can be understood as a
strategic process for managing human behaviour at multiple levels, from individual conduct to
systems of methodical working to mutual moral obligation of people within a society. Thus,
alchemy was enormously beneficial both during its very long-lasting period of popularity and
also subsequently for its effect on the development of science.

Enlightenment-era science was different, but also valuable. It did provide an optimistic
framework for understanding the world, but this was only share within a relatively small set of
educated or privileged scholars. Enlightenment-era science, like alchemy, encouraged curios-
ity, experimentation and tinkering. During this period, the scientific method become a clearly
defined and structured process of exploration and was accompanied with formalised standards
about observation, proof and repeatability that turned science into a structured and managed
process which scientists used to improve themselves and their society. Of course,
Enlightenment-era science also improved human knowledge in countless ways and many of
its discoveries and theories continued to be taught today. Although scientific advances are not,
and indeed never have been, universally regarded as wholly positive, Enlightenment-era
science tended to view its work as a moral contribution to society, just as alchemy had.

In a return to an almost alchemy-like way, twenty-first century science is often seen as
having the capacity to solve almost any problem that might arise. Today’s science is also more
rigidly defined, formally managed and scrutinized than ever before, with ethical reviews, open-
access publication requirements, and the growing encouragement to share original data.
Together, these make contemporary science into something like a unifying principle that
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shapes how people see their world, leading to discussions of how ‘faith in science’ is or is not
like religious faith (Midgley 1994). Recent scientific efforts has also produced very large
numbers of knowledge gains, theoretical advances, important discoveries and incredibly
specialised expertise. Further, solving societal problems through scientific study is often seen
as a moral obligation with efforts to improve health or achieve sustainability, for example,
regarded by scientists and non-scientists alike as making the world a better place.

Some ideas, including the association between goodness and balance or the assumed link
between perfection and eternity have persisted through science from alchemy. These ideas may
be very deeply embedded in how humans seek to manage themselves and the world around
them. This does not meas that they are fundamentally true or that contemporary science should
look to alchemy for sources of valuable insight, only that they may indicate deep-seated biases.
For example, people seem to think in terms of objects and endurance rather than change and
temporary features (Whitehead 1927) which may encourage dynamics, imperfections or
imbalance to be seen as ‘unnatural’ rather than natural if also unappealing. Biases against
imbalance and change combined with biases that see perfection as eternal also support the idea
that sustainability requires decoupling intellectual progress from material growth or otherwise
slowing or limiting human endeavour after a goal state has been achieved (Daly 1993;
Meadows et al. 2004; Mill 1848). In contrast, researchers that embrace change, dynamics
and evolution contend that growth, innovation, change, imbalance, complexity and even chaos
cannot be controlled or eliminated because they are not signs of a problem, are not compli-
cating factors to avoid, and are actually essential to the continued existence of the system
(Brown & Eisenhardt 1997; Grin et al. 2010; Schumpeter 1934; Foster 2000; Colbert 2004;
Kauffman 2002).

It is not entirely unknown that both alchemy and sustainability did include and still include
some false ideas, incorrect assumptions and erroneous theories. After all, by extolling curiosity
and exploration, they both are clear that there is more to know, new discoveries to be made and
better understandings to be gained from further learning. However, there are also some ideas,
assumptions or beliefs that are not only shared by both alchemy and sustainability but that may
be equally false within both.

Specifically, the persistent interpretation of balance, perfection and endurance without
change as positive signs of goodness or proper function highlights a lack of critical reflection
or potentially problematic ideas. Alchemists trying to balance elements to produce health and
gold eventually became concerned that a change for the better also opened the door to a change
for the worse. In response, they often sought to preserve desirable existing states rather than
simply to improve undesirable ones. With hindsight, this seems like King Canute’s efforts to
hold back the tide; alchemy’s desire to preserve perfection was obviously based on funda-
mentally incorrect theories and concepts. Yet, alchemists did not see the errors within their
theories, did not identify the assumptions that were untested and did not reflect on the
consequences of their beliefs.

As science is not yet finished, contemporary scientists are almost certainly also relying on
some false pretenses, erroneous theories, or incorrect assumptions. One possible error is that
sustainability is a goal even though a sustainable balance has not yet been proven to exist. No
society has been found that has been identified with an enduring balance or unambiguous
sustainability. Part of this may be that the economic growth, environmental function and social
justice which must be balanced are not well-defined or unarguably observable. Further, the
time frames over which those things must be balanced is also not well-defined. Identifying
stability or any other enduring balance demands clearly defined objects and time frames to
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define the observation (Lorenz 1964), so even if a sustainable balance does exist there is
currently no way to recognise it. By seeking sustainability that has not been well-defined,
cannot yet be observed and may not even exist, twenty-first century science has shown itself to
have accepted as abstract a goal as alchemy had accepted before.

To be clear, identifying this or any error does not mean that science or sustainability should
be discarded; every effort to make the world a better place is valuable. But, just as alchemists
were unable to see the problems inherent to alchemy, contemporary scientists may not be able
to see their own errors and problems. Scientists today, especially those whose work can be
understood as relating to balance or sustainability, should critically reflect on whether what is
currently known may be replaced by other things to be known in the future. The ingrained way
that goodness and balance are known to be linked may change so that future scientists know
that imbalance is a good thing, a sign of proper system function, and necessary for the
enduring existence of a complex and adaptive system (Grin et al. 2010; Schumpeter 1934;
Foster 2000; Colbert 2004; Kauffman 2002). Economists already see imbalance, constant
innovation and rapid change as positive signs of healthy economies where competitive
advantage drives efficiency. Social and environmental scientists may also come to see
imbalance as desirable and necessary, or at least as no longer undesirable and something to
be suppressed, removed or limited.

Science is currently a widely accepted guiding principle for how individuals manage
themselves and how they come together to collectively manage society. If science were to
reflect on its assumptions, beliefs and theories, society may move away from always seeking
balance and instead move toward tolerating or even inviting imbalance. Such a shift would
certainly change the way that individuals and societies would need to self-manage in relation
to sustainability, away from targeting a balance that has never been observed and away from a
desire to control or limit human progress should that balance ever be achieved. Further afield,
such a shift could also allow society to be more generally open to change, to letting go of
unhelpful structures or institutions, and to acting more rapidly on issues of equality and
environmental value.
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